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We combine transport measurements and magneto-optical imaging in order to study vortex motion in Pb
samples with a square lattice of asymmetric pinning potentials formed by two antidots of different sizes. Near
the boundary with the normal phase, a vortex ratchet effect is detected when an ac-current is applied. As
previously observed in similar systems, inversion of vortex rectification direction occurs as the magnetic field
is changed. Further inside the superconducting phase, anisotropic flux penetration patterns are formed. An
inversion of anisotropy is observed as the temperature is lowered. This effect can be understood in terms of a
thermomagnetic avalanche model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex motion in superconductors in the presence of pe-
riodic pinning arrays has been studied for long time both
from the experimental and theoretical point of view.1 Lately,
the attention has been turned to vortex dynamics in the pres-
ence of periodic pinning potentials formed by asymmetric
pinning sites.2–6 In this case, rectification of vortex motion
can be induced by an unbiased force, which is a ratchet
effect. Interestingly, reversal of motion direction occurs as
the magnetic field, which defines the number of vortices, is
changed. In particular, several reversal of motion direction,
close to the superconductor-normal phase boundary, have
been observed in Al samples with a nanoengineered square
array of big and small antidots one next to the other.7 Mo-
lecular dynamics simulations of strongly interacting particles
in a one-dimensional ratchet potential show7 a controlled re-
versal motion as the number of particles changes from odd to
even in agreement with experimental results. The results
were explained considering that the effective energy of par-
ticles in the potential wells follows a sort of brick-wall tiling
pattern. Thus, as the number of particles increases, the new
particles sit alternatively in the deep and shallow well. In this
case, the particle drift direction depends on the number of
particles per unit cell.

Rectification of vortex motion was observed in real space
by means of Lorentz microscopy8 and scanning Hall probe
imaging.9 In the first case, the experiments were performed
in Nb films patterned by focused ion beam irradiation.8 The
asymmetric potential was formed by asymmetric channels
that acted as “funnels” for vortex motion and the unbiased
force was generated by oscillating the applied magnetic field.
In the last case, the experiments show9 a net dc vortex mo-
tion in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+� crystals when applying a time
asymmetric drive.

On the other hand, it is well known that flux penetration
patterns in superconductors can be affected by the presence
of strong pinning sites such as periodic arrays of
antidots.10–14 Vortex channeling along the principal direction
of the lattice vector of the pin array has been observed.10,13

Anisotropic flux penetration occurs when vortices interact

with either anisotropic arrays of pinning sites13 or arrays of
anisotropic pinning sites.14 In particular, the effects of the
pinning potential are more pronounced in the region of the
magnetic field �H�–temperature �T� phase diagram where
vortices enter the sample very abruptly in the form of den-
dritic avalanches.11,12 It has been shown that this dendritic
instability is a result of the coupling between magnetic flux
diffusion and local heating induced by vortex motion.15,16 In
the case of a sample with a square lattice of rectangular
antidots, vortices penetrate forming dendrites elongated par-
allel to the long side of the rectangles with almost no side
branches.14

Anisotropic flux penetration can also be induced in isotro-
pic superconducting samples grown on top of an anisotropic
substrate.17,18 For example, in Ref. 18, MgB2 films were
grown on substrates that have parallel steps. In this way,
different critical currents for vortex motion parallel and per-
pendicular to the steps are induced. Interestingly, at tempera-
tures close to 10 K, it is seen18 that vortices move further
into the sample at the edges with the largest critical current.
This means that the flux penetration is also larger in the
direction perpendicular to the largest critical current, con-
trary to what one would expect in superconductors obeying
the Bean model. This unexpected anisotropy is observed to
occur in the dendritic penetration regime. In this case, the
anisotropy of the flux pattern is not only inverse but also
much larger than the one expected from the anisotropy of the
critical current. At higher temperatures, where a Bean-like
profile is formed, this inverse flux penetration is no longer
observed. At lower temperatures, the vortex penetration pat-
tern is isotropic. These results were explained by a thermo-
magnetic model of the dendritic instability.16,19

In this paper, we study vortex motion in superconducting
Pb samples with arrays of antidots forming a periodic lattice
with broken inversion symmetry. The transport properties of
the sample were investigated using a Quantum Design cry-
ostat with conventional electronics. Using magneto-optical
imaging, we were able to follow the formation of flux pen-
etration patterns in the sample at different temperatures. Fig-
ure 1 shows an atomic force microscopy �AFM� picture of
the sample and a schematic drawing of the configuration of
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current and voltage contacts used in the experiments. By
means of e-beam lithography, a square array of big �1200
�1200 nm2� and small �600�600 nm2� holes �antidots� was
engineered in a trilayer Ge�10 nm� /Pb�75 nm� /Ge�100 nm�.
The array of dots forms a square lattice with period a
=3 �m. This period gives a matching field �0H1=0.23 mT.
Part of the sample was not patterned in order to have a ref-
erence plain region. The sample has a rectangular shape with
a width of 600 �m. In the transport measurements, the cur-
rent was applied along the y direction �see Fig. 1� and the
voltage was measured longitudinally. The magnetic field was
applied perpendicular to the surface of the sample. The
magneto-optical technique allows the observation of the dis-
tribution of magnetic induction B on the surface of the
sample. In the images that we will show below, the brighter
regions correspond to higher B. A detailed description of the
sample fabrication and the magneto-optical technique can be
found in Refs. 20 and 21, respectively.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first investigate the rectification of vortex motion in-
duced by an ac-current. Figure 2�a� shows dc-voltage curves
as a function of reduced magnetic field, H /H1, for different
reduced temperatures, t=T /Tc �Tc=7.21 K�. The current has
an amplitude of Iac=0.5 mA and a frequency of 1.1 kHz. At
t=0.998, vortex rectification is detected around H /H1= ±1
and H /H1= ±2.5. The negative sign of the dc-voltage at
H /H1= +1 corresponds to vortices moving in the negative x
direction �see Fig. 1�. As previously shown,6 this is the easy
direction of vortex motion for the asymmetric pinning poten-
tial generated by the array of small and big antidots. The
change in sign in Vdc when going from first matching field to
H /H1= ±2.5 indicates that the vortex motion direction is re-
versed. As the temperature is lowered, Vdc shows several sign
changes. The change in sign of the vortex motion direction is
also evident in Fig. 2�b� where a contour plot of Vdc as a
function of H /H1 and Iac at t=0.99 is shown. From the ex-
perimental results, it is clear that the sign of Vdc changes
when H /H1 goes from 1 to 2. However, no sign reversal is
observed from H /H1=2 to H /H1=3. At H /H1=4, the vorti-
ces are rectified in the same direction as at H /H1=2. The
reversal of vortex motion in superconductors with asymmet-
ric periodic pinning potentials was previously explained by
molecular dynamics simulations that consider the vortices as

a system of highly interacting particles.7 The previous results
show clear evidence that the pinning potential produced by
the array of asymmetric antidots induces a vortex ratchet
effect in Pb samples at temperatures close to the transition to
the normal state.

It is interesting to see now the effects of the asymmetric
pinning potential on the flux penetration process. In this case,
as the vortices enter the sample from the edge, a quite inho-
mogeneous vortex distribution is expected. In Fig. 3, se-
quences of flux penetration patterns obtained by magneto-
optical imaging at t=0.93 ��a�–�c�� and t=0.28 ��d�–�f�� are
shown. The images were taken increasing the applied field
after zero field cooling �ZFC� the sample down to the desired
temperature. The corresponding values of �0H are indicated
below each picture. The upper parts of the images �above
dotted line� correspond to the plain region of the sample. The
vertical borders of the images correspond to the edges of the
sample. In Fig. 3�a�, a schematic drawing indicates the ori-
entation of the big and small antidots with respect to the edge
of the sample. As expected, in the plain regions, the flux
penetrates symmetrically from the left and right edges. How-
ever, in the patterned region and at t=0.93, magnetic flux
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FIG. 1. �Color online� AFM image of the sample and schematics
of the current and voltage contact configuration. The lattice param-
eter of the array is 3 �m. The big �small� square antidots have a
lateral size of 1200 nm �600 nm�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� dc-voltage curves as a function of
reduced field H /H1 for different reduced temperatures t. The ap-
plied ac-current has a magnitude of Iac=0.5 mA. �b� Contour color
plot of dc-voltage as a function of H /H1 and Iac at t=0.99. In both
cases, the frequency of the ac-current is 1.1 kHz.
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penetrates the sample mainly from the left edge. Vortices
burst into the sample in the form of dendrites elongated in
the direction perpendicular to the sample edge. As previously
observed11,12 in samples with periodic and symmetric arrays
of antidots, there is clear evidence of channeling of vortices
along the lattice vector of the antidot lattice. In our sample,
the dentritic penetration region is extended up to higher tem-
peratures than previously reported results in Pb films with an
array of symmetric antidots.12 It has been established that the
presence of a periodic array of antidots and the consequent
increase in critical current produce an enlargement of the
region in the phase diagram where the dendritic instability
occurs as compared with unpatterned samples.12 In the

present case, the larger size of the holes �1200 nm� as com-
pared with previous cases �500 or 800 nm, see Refs. 12, 22,
and 23� induces a higher critical current24 and consequently
favors dendritic penetration at higher temperatures. Interest-
ingly, at t=0.28, vortex entry occurs preferentially from the
opposite edge of the sample �the right hand one� as com-
pared with t=0.93. As before, the flux front profile is very
irregular due to the dendritic character of flux penetration. At
the intermediate temperature of t=0.69, more symmetric flux
penetration and smoother flux fronts are observed �not
shown�. Although for t�0.97 the contrast of the images is
quite low, it is possible to observe that, in this range of tem-
peratures, the flux fronts are also symmetric.

(d) 1.7 mT

(e) 2.5 mT

(f) 3.3 mT

(b) 0.42 mT

(c) 0.52 mT

(a) 0.32 mT
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FIG. 3. Sequence of flux penetration patterns at ��a�–�c�� t=0.93 and ��d�–�f�� t=0.28 increasing H after ZFC the sample. The corre-
sponding applied fields are indicated below each image. The dotted lines indicate the border between patterned �lower part� and nonpatterned
�upper part� regions. The scale bars correspond to 100 �m and the color bars indicate the values of B in mT.
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In order to characterize the asymmetry of flux penetration
as a function of temperature, we have calculated separately
the total flux that penetrates from the left ��left� and the right
��right� edges of the sample as a function of the applied field
H. The calculation is made as follows. First, images taken at
two consecutive values of H are subtracted. Then, the area
occupied by each dendrite, Ad, is identified and the flux as-
sociated with each dendrite is calculated as �d=BdAd. Den-
drites coming from the left edge are separated from the ones
coming from the right. The values for �left and �right are
obtained summing up all the flux corresponding to the den-
drites entering from the left and right, respectively, see Fig.
4. At t=0.93, the difference between the flux that enters from
the left and the flux that enters from the right is evident, see
Fig. 4�a�. It is also clear that vortices start to enter the left
side at �0H�0.2 mT, while H has to be increased up to
approximately 0.5 mT such that vortices penetrate from the
right. Thus, the difference in flux ��=�left−�right increases
rapidly up to �0H�0.5 mT. At higher fields, the difference
remains more or less constant. At low temperature, t=0.28,
vortices penetrate almost simultaneously from the left and
from the right edges. However, the rate of flux penetration is
much faster from the right edge, giving rise to an asymmetry
in flux penetration, see Fig. 4�b�. The sign of �� is reversed

as compared to t=0.93, accordingly with the reversal of flux
penetration direction, see Fig. 3.

Considering the orientation of the antidot lattice with re-
spect to the sample edges �see Fig. 3�a��, the easy direction
for vortex motion would be from right to left. Taking this
into account, the stronger flux penetration from the left edge
at high temperatures seems to be counterintuitive. Since this
behavior occurs in a wide range of fields, an explanation
based on the brick-wall tiling pattern will not be appropriate.
On the other hand, it was previously observed18 in other
superconductors that in the regime of dendritic avalanches,
there is a range of temperatures where an anisotropy of criti-
cal current can induce an inverse anisotropy in flux penetra-
tion. As we mentioned in the Introduction, this unexpected
anisotropy was explained18 in terms of a thermomagnetic
model for the dendritic instabilities in thin films. Within this
model, it is possible to calculate the threshold field for the
first dendrite to penetrate the sample as a function of critical
current density, Hth�jc�. We have calculated Hth�jc� for our
sample using Eqs. �1� and �2� from Ref. 18 and found the
nonmonotonic relation shown in Fig. 5. At low jc, we ob-
served that a particular order of critical current density, for
example, jc1� jc2, corresponds to an inverted order of the
threshold field Hth1�Hth2. In a sample with anisotropic jc,
this inversion will cause that dendrites will be formed at
lower fields in the region with larger critical current. This is
exactly what we observed in our Pb film at t=0.93. The
values of Hth1 and Hth2 indicated in Fig. 5 correspond to the
experimental values of magnetic field for dendrite formation
on the left and right edges at t=0.93, respectively. A differ-
ence in threshold field of a factor of 2 can be induced by a
difference in jc of only 4%. Moreover, and also in agreement
with the predictions of the thermomagnetic model,18 this re-
versed anisotropy is observed close to the threshold tempera-
ture above which the dendritic instability disappears �in the
present case, it is observed that at t=0.97, flux penetration is
smooth�.

The model also anticipates that, for high enough aniso-
tropy, at low temperatures, the opposite anisotropy should
occur, that is, vortices will move easily in the region of low
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Magnetic flux � that enters the sample
from left and right edges of the sample as a function of applied
field. �a� t=0.93 and �b� t=0.28.

FIG. 5. Threshold field for the dendritic instability as a function
of critical current density. The inset shows the behavior of Hth over
a wider range in jc.
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critical current. This is clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 5
where an upward slope of Hth vs jc at high values of jc
�equivalent to low T� is observed. In our samples, we do
observe this inversion in flux penetration direction at low
temperatures, see Figs. 3�d�–3�f�. However, our results also
show that the threshold field for dendritic penetration is al-
most the same, at least within our resolution, from both
edges �Fig. 4�b��. It is interesting to note that at high tem-
perature �jc between jc2 and jc1 in the main panel of Fig. 5�,
the slope of the curve d��0Hth� /d�jc� is of the order of
1 mT / �109 A /m2�, while at low temperature �for example, at
jc=200 109 A /m2, see inset of Fig. 5�, the slope is
d��0Hth� /d�jc�=0.003 mT / �109 A /m2�. Hence, the same
difference jc2− jc1 gives a much smaller difference Hth2
−Hth1 at high jc than at lower values. Since the value of jc is
large at low temperature, the ratio Hth2 /Hth1 becomes very
close to 1 in that limit, as is indeed experimentally observed
�Fig. 4�b��. Although the difference in the onset for ava-
lanches is very small, the asymmetry of flux penetration can
be quite large �see Figs. 3�d�–3�f��. This could be caused by
a suppression of avalanches from the left side induced by the
disturbance of current flow produced by the avalanches com-
ing from the right. A similar behavior was observed in the
MgB2 samples studied in Ref. 18.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The combination of transport measurements and magneto-
optical imaging has allowed us to detect two types of inver-
sion of vortex motion in Pb samples with an array of asym-
metric pinning sites. Near the boundary with the normal
phase, rectification of vortex motion is induced by an ac-

drive. Multiple reversal of the drift direction is observed as
the magnetic field is increased. As previously discussed,7 this
inversion can be related with the change in effective energy
of interacting particles in the presence of asymmetric pinning
potential. On the other hand, visualization of flux penetration
shows that deep inside the superconducting region, there is a
preferential direction for vortex entry. At high temperatures,
vortices move preferentially in the hard direction of motion,
while at low temperatures, the situation is reversed. This in-
teresting behavior is consistent with the prediction of a ther-
momagnetic model of the dendritic instability in thin super-
conducting films.16,18,19 The model predicts a nonmonotonic
behavior of the threshold field for the formation of the first
dendrite with critical current density. In agreement with the
results of this model, we observed that at high temperatures,
the first dendritic avalanches occur in the high critical current
region �leading to the largest flux penetration in the high jc
region�, while at low temperatures, the dendritic avalanches
lead to the largest flux penetration in the low critical current
region.
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